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Abstract
With an increasing number of countries launching digital pilot projects, zones are in a unique
position to spearhead blockchain-based administration of land. Unlike legacy registries, new
zone projects1 are less encumbered by the expense and effort of migrating old records to new
systems. The Zone Protocol provides the bridge: a way for new zone projects to implement
their own digital property registries tabula rasa, as well as mechanisms to enable countries to
more easily upgrade their legacy registry infrastructure over time. DNS (Domain Name System) provides an analogy for how the Zone Protocol will work, in terms of a decentralized and
federated structure with global validity. Delegated Non-Fungible Tokens (DNFTs) form the
basis of the solution. In the first section we establish a transparent philosophical foundation,
then proceed through architecture, smart contracts, process models, treasury management,
and a specification for ZML (Zone Markup Language): an XML-based schema standard for
deed files. We will also discuss specific implementations.

"Without an integrated formal property system, a modern market economy is
inconceivable... The inefficiencies of non-Western markets have a lot to do with the
fragmentation of their property arrangements and the unavailability of standard
representations."
— Hernando de Soto, The Mystery of Capital.

∗ philip@nuhanse.network
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The word “zone” is used as a catch-all to encompass various programs where laws or policies differ from that of
the host nation. This includes Special Economic Zones (SEZs), Zones for Employment and Economic Development
(ZEDE) projects in Honduras, seasteading in French Polynesia, Export Processing Zones (EPZs), and Free Trade
Zones (FTZs) among others.
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Dear Reader,
We at NeWAY believe in humanity’s vast potential. That’s why we are partnering with governments to create centers of prosperity that innovate in the provision of governance services.
More broadly, we believe our systems of governance must strive to eliminate barriers to voluntary
exchange, while encouraging the full and free expression of ideas. These elements are crucial for
societies’ growth towards prosperity. In order for our institutions to evolve at the rate of change
we have come to expect in the 21st century, we need to better align incentives towards general
wellbeing.
NeWAY has partnered with Nuhanse Network, a company at the leading edge of e-governance
protocol innovations, to build systems aimed at bringing these ideas into the realm of common
practice.2 The Zone Protocol is the most vital component of the many innovations which NeWAY
and Nuhanse are working together to implement.
Property rights are the building blocks of commercial law and civil society. Without a secure,
open, and transparent way to record and delineate ownership, much of the prosperity we take for
granted in the West would be impossible. The Zone Protocol makes it possible to extend this
fundamental building block of good governance to societies that have never had it, as well as to
upgrade existing legacy property registries. In doing so, we can lay the foundation for a system of
property rights fit for our time and the interconnected world in which we live.
Yours Faithfully,
Erick A. Brimen
CEO, NeWAY Capital
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1

Foundations

Every technical system contains an embedded worldview. Sometimes this is immediately apparent,
other times it only becomes apparent in the aftermath of its adoption. Bitcoin was created to give
people monetary sovereignty while routing around corrupt financial institutions. PGP encryption
was created to give people a way to broadcast a message so that only the intended recipient can
read it. The Domain Name System was created to provide a way to label network resources that
couldn’t be monopolized by any one entity.
We propose the Zone Protocol with the following assumptions in mind:
• Property rights are a measure to establish ownership and resolve disputes over scarce resources, as an alternative to violence.
• States are a measure to establish ownership and resolve disputes over the common property
of peoples, for the same reason.
Peace is the basic telos of both. We define peace as ordered systems based on consent3 with
freedom of exit4 . Additionally, there are diseconomies of scale at play which makes the rationale
of property rights difficult to maintain the larger the size under consideration. Smaller states are
therefore preferable to larger states because they are easier to control, easier to exit, and more
adaptable to a world of progressing technology. Good governance is encouraged over time.

1.1

Executive Summary

The Zone Protocol is created to give the world access to a secure, openly accessible and transparent geospace for the governance of property rights from the ground up. Unlike other attempted
blockchain protocols, it allows for smart delegation of property rights, starting with root sovereign
entities or non-sovereign autonomous zones to higher levels of abstraction. Each level of delegation
is contracted and accountable to the level directly below it. This design is intended to secure the
following three requirements:
1. A non-conflicting geospace. Just as a non-conflicting namespace was the purpose of
the DNS, a non-conflicting geospace is vital for secure property rights. This does not imply that
other geospaces or registries can’t also be used; just as there are several alternative namespaces. A
strictly non-conflicting geospace applies within the remit of the protocol, wherever it is deliberately
adopted. This would allow zones to be implemented by a country over an area containing legacy
registry systems, allowing them gradually upgrade their land records over a transitional period.
Every zone begins with a limited supply of writs, which are fungible digital tokens representing
two-dimensional area units (m2 ). Optionally, three-dimensional cubits can be used (m3 ) to account for altitude. Writs and cubits are spent when delegating property rights proportional to the
boundaries specified by the associated deed file.
2. Guaranteed legal recognition. Zones are established and owned by a root authority
with the legal right to do so. This can be at any level: regions, counties, municipalities, cities,
or even whole countries- depending on where the authority to manage canonical land registration
resides. This varies from jurisdiction to jurisdiction. We will describe a set of processes by which
existing registries can be upgraded to the Zone Protocol. Legal validity is a key component for
compatibility with financial contracts. There have been several examples of proposed "hash and
stash" blockchain registries which can assign ownership of a certificate to a private key. However
real-world sovereignty is necessary for an abstract record in a database to have any real enforceability over physical property.
3. Complex contracts and transactions. In the previous paper, we described how equitybased quoband contracts can be used to finance, manage and divide ownership of blockchain-based
3
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4 Albert O. Hirschman, "Exit, Voice, and Loyalty" (February 1972). Available at Harvard University Press.
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titles among multiple stakeholders5 . NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) associated with an immutable
metadata document was the mechanism through which titles were recorded on the Ethereum
blockchain. The Zone Protocol is an architecture and set of standards for creating deeds in the
first place, which will enable quobands and many other kinds of smart transactions around property, including fixed-term rent contracts, land leases, microleasing and municipal bonds. DNFTs
(Delegated Non-Fungible Tokens) embedded within zones provide a convenient interface for the
creation of all kinds of contracts, including ordinates, auctions and option contracts necessary for
commercial real estate transactions.

1.2

Background

So far attempts at blockchain-based land registries have not succeeded in implementing these three
components simultaneously. Where blockchain registries excel is in creating globally-accessible
records and transactions which can significantly lower transaction costs and remove unnecessary
intermediaries. The problem is that the naive adoption of such systems would most likely lead
to a loss of the localized sovereignty which is necessary to physically enforce property rights in
the real world. The likely outcome, therefore, is that land registry authorities would tend to shy
away from public blockchain solutions and instead opt to implement their own separate registry
infrastructures in a closed box. While this many lead to some marginal improvements, this would
lose out on the fundamental efficiency advantage of having a universally-accessible record.
The Zone Protocol solves this paradox between sovereignty and truth by enabling both physically localized zone authorities to control their own segment of the database, while also enabling
instant global transactions through a public chain. This is, again, analogous to the architecture
of DNS. Top level domain registrars control the processes of domain registry and transfer by setting different requirements- for example, some country code TLD’s (ccTLDs) require you have a
registered business or identity to be able to register a domain, while others do not. Once domain
names are registered, they can be read and accessed from anywhere.
Similarly, zone authorities can delegate property rights conditionally (for example on providing
a registered identity), but transactions can occur globally- since all that is required for a transaction
is a private key that holds ownership of the DNFT in question.

1.3

Land Value Tax (LVT) Implementations

As far back as 1999, Milton Friedman predicted that the rise of the e-money on the Internet would
make it difficult for governments to impose tax systems, and that the only alternative might be
to adopt a Land Value Tax6 . Indeed this is proving to be the case: cryptocurrencies are global,
decentralized and in some cases completely anonymous. All kinds of transactions are able to occur
without being embedded into any centralized system for the purpose of extracting taxes. The
history of technological advancement shows the folly of trying to put the toothpaste back in the
tube. Money is mobile by nature, but land is fixed and permanent. It may be prudent to consider
alternatives to existing models of public finance.
A Land Value Tax is a kind of economic rent which was first proposed by the English economist
Henry George7 . The theory of his economic philosophy, which came to be known as Georgism,
was that the unimproved value of land precedes human involvement and should belong to the
community as a whole by default8 . Individuals should own the value they produce themselves,
but since no one produces land to start off with, the allocation of exclusive monopolies over the
value of unimproved geospace is unjust. LVT has been considered as an elegant way to potentially
replace most other forms of taxation with a single tax over the unimproved value of land in order
to fund public expenditure. The efficiency of LVT’s incentive structure has led many economists
5 Philip Saunders, "Quobands: A Funding Mechanism for Crowd Construction", (February 17, 2018). Available
at SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3107645
6 Milton Friedman, Land value tax and Internet currencies: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2mdYX1nF_Y
7 George, Henry, 1839-1897. Progress And Poverty; an Inquiry into the Cause of Industrial Depressions and of
Increase of Want with Increase of Wealth: the Remedy. [New York] :[AMS Press], 1973.
8 Variants of Georgism have also been endorsed by Thomas Paine, Adam Smith and other notable figures in the
classical liberal tradition.
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to consider it the "perfect tax"- as the only form of taxation which does not impose a punitive
effect on economic activity.
For privately owned zone projects and city states, a blockchain-based land leasing system
would be the most practical source of revenue over the long term. The Zone Protocol enables
such systems to be built relatively easily. However this is by no means a requirement. Many
jurisdictions which have no history of LVT may prefer to use the protocol to implement more
moderate/hybrid variations of the LVT which combine land leases with freeholding, or implement
a full freeholding-based zone. Zone revenue is a matter for policy to decide.

1.4

Freeholding/Hybrid Implementations

A freeholding system is when titleholders have full ownership of the underlying land and are not
subject to land leases or real estate taxes. Despite the layered approach of the Zone Protocol architecture it is still possible to implement freeholds- in fact this is the default setting. Any financial
arrangements must be layered on top of the core DNFT protocol through smart contracts that hold
ownership of the title on behalf of the titleholder and delegating party; setting conditional arrangements between both. However it is possible for a domain at a higher level of abstraction to be fully
owned, with a guarantee against arbitrary revocation. This will allow a degree of flexibility for
hybrid systems with a mix of freeholds and land leases for specific sectors. In the real world many
land lease programs apply only to the commercial sector, while residential titles remain as freeholds.
In many parts of the world today land records are still difficult to secure and access. Dysfunctional
and inconsistent recordkeeping, along with extremely complex and lengthy bureaucratic processes
for approval and registration has been a major cause of suppressed economic development. So far
zone projects have had a great deal of success at unleashing this potential. The world’s first free
trade zone (FTZ) was created in Shannon, Ireland in 1959 to spur development. Most famously,
special economic zones (SEZs) such as Shenzhen have been the bedrock of China’s economic resurgence. Other examples include Dubai, which is in the process of implementing blockchain-based
recordkeeping as part of an overall push for efficient e-governance.
The Zone Protocol is intended to unleash a new wave of self-managing zones and devolved governance worldwide. It is important for any system to establish the what, or telos: the foundational
motives and mission for development. In the following two sections we will discuss the techne of
implementation — the how.
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"They hold these resources in defective forms: houses built on land whose ownership
rights are not adequately recorded, unincorporated businesses with undefined
liability, industries located where financiers and investors cannot see them. Because
the rights to these possessions are not adequately documented, these assets cannot
readily be turned into capital, cannot be traded outside of narrow local circles
where people know and trust each other, cannot be used as collateral for a loan and
cannot be used as a share against an investment.
"In the West, by contrast, every parcel of land, every building, every piece of
equipment or store of inventories is represented in a property document that is the
visible sign of a vast hidden process that connects all these assets to the rest of the
economy. Thanks to this representational process, assets can lead an invisible,
parallel life alongside their material existence. They can be used as collateral for
credit. The single most important source of funds for new businesses in the United
States is a mortgage on the entrepreneur’s house. These assets can also provide a
link to the owner’s credit history, an accountable address for the collection of debts
and taxes, the basis for the creation of reliable and universal public utilities, and a
foundation for the creation of securities (like mortgage-backed bonds) that can then
be re-discounted and sold in secondary markets. By this process the West injects
life into assets and makes them generate capital.
"Third World and former communist nations do not have this representational
process. . . The poor inhabitants of these nations – the overwhelming majority – do
have things, but they lack the process to represent their property and create capital.
They have houses but not titles; crops but not deeds; businesses but not statutes of
incorporation."
— Hernando de Soto, The Mystery of Capital.
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My apple trees will never get across
And eat the cones under his pines,
I tell him. He only says,
"Good fences make good neighbors."
— Robert Frost, Mending Wall
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Specifications

The following diagram contains a high-level overview of zones. Every zone has a limited geospace,
which is represented as fungible unit of account called writs (flat) or cubits (solid). The reason for
this design decision is to limit the supply of land that can be used while giving a certain amount of
flexibility about how it can be allocated. Zones start out with a root domain, with the full supply
of writs and an associated deed file. From there, DNFTs can delegate new deeds at a higher level
of domain abstraction (1st to 2nd, 2nd to 3rd, etc.).

Figure 1: An overview of a zone with 4 levels of abstraction.
Comparison with the DNS System. The Domain Name System is a decentralized, federated
global naming system which associates human-readable domain names to the IP address of a server
as well as other network resources. The DNS assigns responsibility for registration to authoritative
nameservers for each domain, thus avoiding a single centralized database. The root domain is
responsible for the creation of Top Level Domain (TLD) registrars- for example, .com and .org.
Registrars can be run by public or private entities. Each domain is responsible for the level below it.
The Zone Protocol is inspired by this aspect of the DNS system. Zones can be established by
private or public entities based on a process of initial deliberation (such as proving their ownership
claim of the territory). Once this step has been completed, a new zone can be incorporated as a
root Delegated Non-Fungible Token (DNFT). The zone also contains a root deed file specified in
ZML (Zone Markup Language). Cryptographic ownership of the zone smart contract is assigned
to the keyholder(s) in charge of operating the zone. From there, zone operators can subdivide the
territory into plots and allocate new DNFT’s at varying levels of delegation, within limits set by
the available supply of writs.
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2.1

DNFTs

A DNFT, or Delegated Non-Fungible Token is an extension of the ERC721 token standard for
NFTs, and forms the basis for tokenized land registration within the protocol9 . As ERC721 NFTs
may be considered to represent "deeds", DNFTs are "zones" within which deeds can be created and
have legal validity. In the appendices we will propose a new ERC standard for DNFTs to augment
the original standard to allow for writs and zone delegation. The following section delves into the
features of fungible, non-fungible and delegated non-fungible tokens in more detail.

Figure 2: Comparing fungible and non-fungible tokens.
Fungible (ERC20) Tokens: A fungible (ERC20) token contains the following features: a smart
contract with a defined totalSupply, and a ledger mapping owner addresses to a certain share of
the supply. Transacting a fungible token involves the following steps.
1. Check if sender’s balance is greater/equal to amount.
2. Minus the amount from sender’s balance in the token ledger/mapping.
3. Add amount to receiver’s balance.

Figure 3: The contents of a delegated non-fungible token.
Non-Fungible Token (ERC721) A non-fungible token (deed) is different. An NFT is a standard interface for defining scarce and individually unique physical or digital resources that exist
externally to the blockchain. It contains the following features: a smart contract with a ledger
containing an ordered list of numbers, which are mapped to the owner address and a hyperlink to
a metadata document specifying the object in question. The owner then has the ability to change
9 By "fungibility" we refer to the ability to exchange one thing for another. Two things which are identical in
type are considered fungible, if they are unique they are non-fungible. Coins are fungible, land is not.
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ownership (transact) or change the metadata field.
Delegated Non-Fungible Token: A Delegated Non-Fungible Token (zone) contains two extra
variables: a height and a quantity variable. The height variable represents the level of delegation,
and the quantity variable represents the number of fungible writ and/or cubit tokens allocated to
it. The associated deed file can only have boundaries that correspond to the allowable quantity of
geospace units.
Every DNFT is able to delegate another DNFT at a level directly above it, assigning it a certain
number of geospace units to use. Once a DNFTs quantity of writs has been spent, it is no longer
possible to delegate. There is potential here for many additional features added to zones, such
as minimum spend quantities. It would be absurd to create a deed for a single meter squared
for example. In another case it may be desirable to set a maximum height- so that zones cannot
delegate more than 3 or 4 levels.

Figure 4: The process of delegating writs.
Example DNFT Process: The following example describes the delegation process from the
top domain to subdomains, down to three levels of depth. Later in the paper we will discuss use
cases for a fourth level of delegation for microleasing (a.k.a. "AirBnB").
1. In the beginning, the root zone of the protocol agrees to create a new zone in the agreed
area: an SEZ with a memorandum of understanding from a host government. The new zone
is created with a total of 10, 000m2 worth of writs.
2. The first action of the zone operator is to sell 1, 000m2 to a leaseholding company to raise
revenue for the zone treasury. By doing this, the operator delegates a new secondary domain
9

DNFT with 1,000 fungible area units to the company, which reduces the available units left
to the primary domain to delegate further.
3. In the meantime, the leaseholding company finds a development company that wishes to
build a residential tower and is willing to purchase an option for a 50m2 plot. To do this,
the leaseholding company would create a tertiary domain DNFT, delegating to it 50 fungible
area units from its initial starting point of 1,000.
Proposed DNFT Standard: In the appendices of this paper is a proposed new ERC standard
for DNFTs10 on Ethereum, which is intended specifically for land registry zones. The following
contract is the first draft of the standard DNFT interface.
pragma solidity ^0.4.17;
/// @title DNFT Delegated Non-Fungible Token Standard
contract DNFT {
/// @dev checks if _from is a delegate of _tokenId.
function origin(uint256 _from, uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (bool);
/// @dev gets the abstraction depth of _tokenId.
function getHeight(uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (uint256);
/// @dev returns the balance of fungible geospace.
function available(uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (uint256);
/// @dev allows tokenholder to delegate new DNFT.
function delegate(uint256 _tokenId,
uint256 _quantity, address _to) public;
/// @dev allows owner to revoke a delegate NFT.
function revoke(uint256 _tokenId, uint256 _delegate) public;
/// @dev emitted whenever a new DNFT subdomain is delegated.
event Delegate(uint256 _from, uint256 _tokenId, address indexed _owner);
/// @dev emitted whenever an DNFT subdomain is revoked.
event Revoke(uint256 _tokenId, uint256 _delegate);
}

2.2

Writs

As previously explained, writs are fungible tokens representing the total available number of physical units that may be expended within a particular zone territory. This can be either two or three
dimensional; for example, there may be height limits for cities, meaning only a certain amount of
airspace can be used. Writ balances are represented by the "quantity" variable within DNFTs.
Writs vs Cubits: An alternative to use instead of writs is cubits. During the incorporation process, zones can decide exactly what the fungible quantity component of DNFTs should representeither flat two-dimension area units or three-dimensional cubed units. For modern cities in particular, it makes much more sense to implement cubits as the standard unit of account for geospace.
An additional requirement may be to enable zone planning by having different writ categories
available- for residential, ornamental, utility, commercial or industrial types. The exact type is for
the zone authority to decide at the outset and throughout the process of planning development.
10
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Writ categories can be defined in the root zone deed file, then delegated to property developers,
binding them contractually to certain building specifications.
The main use case of writs is to enforce a non-conflicting geospace overall, however it can be
useful way of establishing zone development processes. Trading writs also provides a mechanism
by which zones can expand or contract.
Interzone Treaties: The following scenario is one where trading land writs at an interzone level
may be necessary. The boundaries of a proposed zone are agreed after a long process of deliberation,
but it is only half the size that the zone initiator wanted it to be. This is because a court case
held up the process of incorporating the other half. Gaining this necessary piece would take an
extra eighteen months. Instead of waiting, the initiator decides to incorporate the new zone over
the agreed but less-than-desired boundaries. The proportional number of m2 writs for the area
are then minted to the root domain. But what is to be done once the initiator gains permission to
incorporate the other half?
A messy solution would be to incorporate a new, separately-managed zone. But this would
create problems with managing finances through multiple sets of smart contracts, in a zone that
was intended to operate as a single entity with the same set of policies. A better alternative would
be to incorporate a new zone in the other half, then trade writs from one to the other by means of
a treaty. Treaties are a traditional legal mechanism which have been used throughout history for
agreeing to or changing borders. Historical examples include the Paris Peace Conference of 1919.
After the first world war, the victorious allied powers imposed the Treaty of Versailles on Germany
while redrawing the map of Europe to more accurately reflect ethnic boundaries, breaking up
the multiethnic Austro-Hungarian Empire11 . There have been many notable examples of similar
treaties for forking and merging states; from the breakup of Czechoslovakia, to the Treaty of
Maastricht in 1992 which laid the foundation of the European Union.
The Zone Protocol would discourage minting new writs within zones that have already been
incorporated, since this would risk disputes over illegal annexing of territory. The best way to
establish legal clarity would be to only allocate writs at the point of incorporation (which would be
a well-governed process) and then use treaties to make changes from there. A treaty implemented
as a smart contract would enable the second half (also managed by the zone initiator) to pass over
its supply of writs to the first half, allowing the original zone to delegate land leases across the full
territory that was initially proposed. It would also be possible for fully operational zones to trade
writs at an interzone level, in areas with a denser population of contiguous zones.
Intrazone Ordinates: Writs provide an elegant mechanism for monetizing land leases. Ordinates are smart contracts which can hold escrow-like ownership of DNFTs, while encoding various
conditional agreements. For land leasing, this would be an annual payment in return for possession
of the lease. The exact amount of the lease would depend upon the overall writ valuation set by
the zone authority; i.e. how much the unimproved value of land is deemed to be worth per square
meter. A lease containing 100 writs would be charged at writ valuation * 100. The proportional
equivalent would apply for a land lease containing 600 writs.
DNFTs can trade writs only along the same level of abstraction. Land lease holders can trade
writs with other leaseholders in the secondary domain. This would automatically adjust the annual
payment that would be made via the ordinate contract with the primary domain zone authority.
DNFTs cannot trade writs with separate zones for obvious reasons, neither can a tertiary domain
DNFT trade writs directly with a secondary domain leaseholder. The following process shows an
example of an intrazone ordinate for writ trading between two land leaseholders: Alice Co. and
Bob Co.
1. Alice Co. and Bob Co. are both landlease holding companies which hold plots of 150 writs
and 400 writs respectively. Alice has delegated most of her writs to tertiary domain DNFTs
(apartment buildings), and only has 5 writs left to spend. Bob on the other hand has only
delegated 220 writs to development projects on his lease plot, and has 180 to spare.
11 Srebro, Haim, International Boundary Making (December 2013), The International Federation of Surveyors
(FIG). Available at FIG: https://www.fig.net/resources/publications/figpub/pub59/Figpub59_screen.pdf
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Figure 5: Example land lease ordinates with Alice and Bob.

Figure 6: The process of trading writs.
2. Both Alice and Bob have ordinate contracts with the zone authorities. The ordinate has
delegated the land lease DNFTs to them on the condition of paying an annual lease payment,
which is priced at 0.2 Ether per writ.
3. Alice wants to expand her lease plot to extend the apartment block with another building.
But she only has 5 writs left to spend. Bob Co. on the other hand has a plot size of 400
writs, and is finding that the annual lease payment too costly. Alice asks Bob if he would be
willing to sell her 150 of his unspent writs so she can extend her plot, and Bob agrees.
4. Bob creates an ordinate option contract and transfers 150 writs to it, for an agreed price
of 75 Ether. Alice must send 75 Ether to the option ordinate within 15 days in order
to complete the transfer. She sends the ETH, and the ordinate contract completes the
transaction automatically.
5. Now that both Alice and Bob’s balance of writs has changed, this is detected automatically
by both of the land lease ordinates that exist between them and the zone authority. Land
leases are priced at the value of each individual writ, times the amount held by the DNFT.
In this case, Alice’s balance of writs has increased to 300, so her annual payment to the zone
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authority rises from 30 Ether per annum to 60 Ether. Meanwhile, Bob who has sold 150
writs has his lease payment reduced from 80 Ether to 50 Ether.

2.3

Zone Ordinates

An ordinate is a kind of smart contract within the Zone Protocol which is responsible for managing
ownership of a particular DNFT while adding certain conditionals and features. By default, a single
address is the owner of any DNFTs, but there is a limit to what can be done when only using a
wallet address. A better approach is to assign ownership of the DNFT to an an escrow-like contract,
with the individual owner having ownership over the ordinate contract. Using this mechanism it is
possible for leaseholders to delegate new deeds which are held within an ordinate to define various
conditions such as rent payments.

Figure 7: The essential contents of an ordinate contract.
Many kinds of ordinates can be defined, including options, rental agreements, mortgage liens,
land leases, quobands and community land trusts. Ordinates can hold a regular ERC721-standard
NFT which, instead of linking to a deed file, links to a plaintext legal agreement external to the
blockchain. This legal contract can set out the terms of the ordinate in greater detail, in a manner
which is valid in a court. We will discuss each of them in turn.
Land Leases: So far we have discussed the use case of land leases as a method for zone revenue.
Land leases are used by many existing city-states such as Singapore and Hong Kong. In practice,
a land lease is an ordinate contract between a zone authority and a secondary domain entityusually a real estate developer. The ordinate would define the overall term of the contract, along
with a price to be paid per writ held by the DNFT representing the land lease. Additionally the
ordinate may define other processes, such as a requirement that delegations of tertiary domain
DNFTs be permissioned. The exact parameters are flexible since ordinate contracts are essentially
supplementary smart contracts and not inherently defined in the protocol.
Options: An option ordinate is a smart contract to facilitate real estate transactions. Often before
securing the necessary finance to execute a purchase, a buyer must have some guarantee that they
will be able to gain the title of a given property being purchased. What can be done in this case is
for the buyer and the seller to agree on a price to be paid within a given timeframe ("term"). The
seller will then deploy the option ordinate contract, then assign ownership of their DNFT to the
smart contract which holds it in escrow for the term. If the buyer exercises the option and sends
the agreed price (the "strike price") within the agreed term, the option contract will automatically
re-assign ownership of the DNFT to the buyer’s address. The seller will be able to withdraw the
13

funds from the contract, thus completing the transaction. If the money is not sent however, the
seller may choose to withdraw the DNFT back into their possession.
Rental/Microleasing Agreements: Most people are familiar with the parameters of a rental
agreement. Rental agreements can also take the form of an ordinate contract, which delegates
a DNFT from the third to the fourth domain. The third domain includes general titleholders
including residential, commercial or industrial types. An owner of a particular piece of property
can delegate the use rights of their property for an agreed period of time, at a certain price to be
paid at a particular interval. A deposit is agreed upfront along with the first interval payment. At
the end of the rental period the deposit is refunded as long as certain conditions are satisfied, such
as no damage is done to the property. The ordinate contract in this case can act as an escrow for
the deposit. The metadata element for title-based DNFTs in the first three domains usually links
to an external deed file written in ZML, however the metadata of fourth domain DNFTs would
link to a document defining the terms of the legal agreement in plaintext. Tom W. Bell’s Ulex
system would provide a useful set of legal templates for the creation of such agreements.
Microleasing, which is the model of many existing platforms such as AirBnB, is a similar idea
to rental agreements with some differences. There is often a deposit, but usually the period of
time is much shorter than a regular rental agreement and the price is paid upfront. Microleasing
can also be facilitated directly through the Zone Protocol using ordinates.
Quobands: A quoband is a kind of ordinate which divides ownership of a given DNFT asset
among multiple stakeholders. Ownership is divided into quote tokens. A quote is a standard unit
of property which represents a basis point of ownership- in other words 0.01%, or 1/1000th.
The rules of a quoband are that the holder of the largest relative share of quotes gets to hold
the title to the asset, and therefore the use-rights. This does not mean the titleholder needs to have
over 50% share- they could have 15%. What matters is that no other single blockchain address
would hold more than that relative share. A mechanism called a limit can also be used by a
titleholder to prevent any other address from exceeding a certain share to protect against hostile
takeovers. Quobands are used to finance real estate development by dividing ownership among
multiple investors at agreed terms.
Quobands can work in conjunction with options during the real estate development lifecycle. An
option is used to secure the rights to a particular DNFT asset by agreed parameters. The quoband
can then be launched to raise the necessary funds in an ICO, by selling quotes to investors in
exchange for Ether. Once the funds are raised, the Ether is sent to the option contract, which will
assign ownership of the DNFT to the quoband if conditions are satisfied.
The quoband titleholder has the prerogative to delegate new DNFTs from the quoband, creating ordinates for monetization. In many cases the whole zone itself will be initiated as a quoband.
This means that the zone authority which controls the root DNFT also controls the process around
delegation of secondary domain land leases- the revenues of which is paid to quoteholders of the
overall zone.
Community Land Trusts: Ordinates can also be used to create community land trusts 12 , based
on the model developed by Mark Frazier. A community land trust is a way to awaken the value
of dormant assets and to incentivize behaviors that increase land values within the community.
Real estate assets such as commercial land leases and residential units can be built, restored, and
operated by the members of the trust, who are residents of the community. Shares in the community
land trust are vested to members on a meritocratic basis, and linked to sustained participation in
cleanup/fixup, tutoring/mentoring, crime prevention, and other neighborhood improvement efforts.
Community land trust ordinates would be implemented as a quoband combining various features. Unlike regular quobands which control one particular DNFT asset, a CLT quoband can
hold a portfolio of assets- each of which has the ability to delegate and create ordinates for asset
monetization. Community land trusts can also work as initiatives that partially share microleasing
revenues among members.
12 Mark Frazier, "What are complimentary and diverse Business Models for this spectrum of Legal Structure
Models for Economically Sustainable Housing?", Quora: https://goo.gl/PLfPpe.
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2.4

Zone Treasury

For-profit zone projects need an organized methodology for treasury management. This includes
budgeting, expenditure, investment and revenue collection. The first step in treasury management
for zones is to set the writ valuation- i.e. the basic land valuation per square meter. This can be
done through market analysis and surveying of the land itself, and is subject to change over time.
Once the writ valuation is decided, the Zone Protocol makes it easy to delegate standard land lease
ordinates as part of the real estate development lifecycle. Land lease ordinates can automatically
adjust their pricing based on the number of writs held at any time by the lessee. Another factor
to take into account is what medium of exchange is being used. The best option for purpose of
zone finance would be to use mainstream cryptocurrencies like Ether, which are compatible with
the smart contracts run by the zone.
There are several possible sources of zone revenue besides land leases. Zone authorities can engage directly in real estate development and investment, as part of a portfolio of revenue generating
activities. The quoband representing the whole zone can act as a real estate investment fund in and
of itself, the profits of which are paid out both as dividends or re-invested into developing key civic
infrastructure. Other sources of revenue could include charging for specific governance services
as part of a residency package, which would be offered to prospective residents and companies
interested in operating in the zone.
Zone authorities can manage funds through a multisignature treasury application, which keeps
track of transactions in a transparent and publicly accountable manner. A turnkey application
which could a public treasury in a transparent manner would decrease transaction costs and overhead of operating a zone project significantly, while providing greater safeguards against financial
mismanagement and corruption. The following diagram illustrates a process flow for zone treasuries
as it relates to DNFTs and ordinates.

Figure 8: A process flow for zone treasuries.

2.5

The Deed File

Since properties are defined by a metadata deed file, it is necessary to have a standard data format
for the presentation and registration of information which is readable/writable by computers. Any
time a real estate transaction occurs through a platform which is integrated with the Zone Protocol
and API, it should be possible to both update the blockchain state as well as the accompanying
deed file, while keeping a record of all past changes.
Components: The deed files is specified in an XML-based schema called ZML (Zone Markup
Language). There will also be a JSON-formatted schema available with equivalent elements. This
paper specifies version 0.1. of the schema, although this will be expanded over time. Each deed file
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opens with a <zone> tag containing a number of attributes declaring the zone it belongs to, the
domain level (i.e. level 1, 2, 3, etc.), the direct parent deed file which specifies the legal jurisdiction
to which it is bound. Within the <zone> tags is a <deed> tag containing a "type" attribute, for
example a lease, full-ownership, microlease, etc. Each deed file contains the following elements:
• <ttl>: Time-to-live. This represents how often the deed file system API checks the blockchain
to update the deed file. Usually this is fairly infrequent, such as one per week- less frequently
than TTL is usually set for domain names. At every TTL internal (which is recorded in Unix
seconds), the API will check the zone smart contract for changes in ownership, then update
the deed file accordingly.
• <ownership>: The ownership tag contains a detail of the owner (or owners). The deed file
is compatible with quobands, so that multiple quoteholders can be recorded in the deed file.
The identity of each owner is represented as an Ethereum public key, as well as a link to some
identity mechanism (defined by the attribute). The <weight> subelement represents their
ownership share (with the "total" attribute representing the total number, of which weight is
the divisor).
• <boundaries>: Using GPS coordinates, the boundaries section contains all the plot points
necessary to plot the boundaries of the property. Fields for each point are latitude, longitude
and (optionally) altitude. Also the boundaries section can contain a link to a KML (Keyhole
Markup Language) file for locating the property on Google Maps. Alternatively the boundaries field can contain a link to a separate GeoJSON file- a standard format for coordinates
defined in RFC794613 .
• <history>: Every time an update is made to the deed file, a summary of the change is
recorded as a history entry. Each record contains a Unix timestamp and a string digest of
the update.

Figure 9: An overview of deed files.

13 https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7946. It has been suggested to only include a GeoJSON file as deed metadata; however the GeoJSON schema does not include other necessary components such as identity, ttl and history,
which is why this is kept separate.
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2.6

Zone Markup Language

Figure 10: ZML Schema Tree. Available on Github: https://github.com/Nuhanse/ZML
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Hosting Deeds: There are multiple options for hosting of deed files: IPFS (Interplanetary File
System), Swarm, and others. IPFS has the advantage that documents once created and propagated
cannot be deleted- there is a permanent and indestructible copy on the network. The problem with
using IPFS only is that deed files, just like zone files in DNS are not static documents- they must be
updateable to reflect changes in ownership or other matters. The best alternative is for each zone
authority to operate a hosted Git repository containing the deed files (with a .zml extension). Git
is the most common version control system used in software development, which allows for changes
to be made to files or directories through "commits"- while keeping the full history of changes.
A hosted Git repository can interact with an API which has the ability to update it as transactions or changes are made through the zone’s personal platform. The advantage to this approach
is that it avoids a single centralized repository- each zone is responsible for managing, hosting and
displaying its own Deed File System (DFS). This makes sense because most zone, nation-states or
city-states will want to implement and maintain control of their own website or platform, which
may include a public directory of deeds.
Deed File Systems: A Deed File System (DFS) accompanies every zone implementation. The
purpose is to be an organized public directory of deed files, specified in standard ZML. The DFS
can be implemented as part of a general governance portal, and also integrated through a specified
API into external property registry and trading platforms which need a way to update the official
record based on transactions. The best format for deed file systems is a self-hosted Git repository14
combined with hashing commits to the blockchain for secure provenance.

2.7

Geolocation Methods

Numerous methods have developed throughout the ages for specifying and recording physical
boundaries of property for deed documents. Examples methodologies include metes and bounds,
sections and townships, and recorded lot numbers. A mete is a legal definition of some identifiable landmark which is the starting point. The boundaries are then plotted by walking a certain
distance in a certain direction to the next point, and so on until one arrived back at the original
mete. This method is imprecise to say the least. Each "point" encompassing a boundary can be
found with three pieces of information: latitude, longitude and (optionally) altitude.
Classic Deed Surveying:

The following real example15 shows how to conduct a survey of

Figure 11: Boundary descriptions from a traditional deed certificate.
a land plot using traditional methods. A rectangular property would only have 4 points, but
more complex properties could have up to 20 that need to be identified. An entire zone project
encompassing a territory of multiple square kilometers may have up to 100 points that need to be
14 It

may also be convenient for some zone implementations to use hosted repositories like GitHub or GitLab.
from the article, "How to map property boundaries from a deed". Walden Effect. http://www.
waldeneffect.org/blog/How_to_map_property_boundaries_from_a_deed/
15 Taken
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meted; as well as distinct sets where territories encompassing the property may not be territorially
contiguous.
The above deed certificate contains the traditional mete (the iron pipe set), followed by the
exact distance and direction to each of the points encompassing the boundary. From this it is
possible to deduce the scale and boundaries of the property on a map.

Figure 12: Mapping out the coordinates.
GPS: One of the most widely used and reliable methods of geolocation is the Global Positioning
System (GPS). GPS is owned, operated and maintained by the United States Air Force, and is
freely available for civilian use to anyone with a GPS receiver. As a satellite-based system for
locating coordinates precisely, GPS is widely used in mapping services such as Google Maps and
smartphones. This is the most reliable geolocation system for use with deed files.

2.8

The Root Zone (Interzone)

Major stakeholders in the Zone Protocol will create an Interzone organization which is responsible
for operating the root contracts of the protocol. The Interzone is responsible for the creation of new
zones. It is necessary to have this initial limit in order to preserve a non-contradictory geospace,
and to ensure that zones are created only in areas where they are legally valid and recognized.
The governance processes of creating new zones will be analogous to the process ICANN uses to
establish new top level domains. The primary purpose of the Interzone is to ensure that zones
are set up smoothly and without running into problems. The Interzone will set up an application
process for the creation of new zones, and based on an analysis of proposal, it will decide whether
to go ahead with establishing a new zone or not.
It is important to point out that once a zone is created the root has no control over the actual
operations of the zone. The root cannot, for example, interfere with a property right or otherwise
engage in any form of censorship or interference. Once created, the operator which is delegated
base ownership of the zone is completely sovereign.
This diagram specifies the overarching functionality that will be given to the protocol contracts.
It includes the following three components:
• Multisignature Root Authority: The Multisignature Root Authority (MSA) is a smart
contract which governs the creation of new zones. This is an important function because in
order for the protocol to have value as a property registry system it must be legally recognized
by the jurisdictions over which it is operational. Therefore new zones can only be created
when an existing jurisdiction has committed to implementing a zone over an agreed geospace.
Once a certain area has been covered by a zone, it will not be possible to create another zone
overlapping it. The root will include Nuhanse Network as well as other keyholders. As it
evolves we may consider partnering with other appropriate institutions in the management
of the root, in particular the Open Geospatial Consortium (OCG).
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Figure 13: An overview of the basic functions provided by the root contracts.
• Interzone The Multisignature Root Authority (MSA) controls certain aspects of the root
zone, which is a smart contract where new DNFTs are specified and seeded on the blockchain.
The smart contract contains functions for creating zones, removing zones, searching/looking
up zones, as well as creating new NFTs within existing zones. We will implement the most
efficient architecture possible to minimize computational overhead on the blockchain while
maintaining the basic structure of the protocol.
• Zones: Each DNFT zone exists as as an independent entity which follows a certain standard
pattern but can also have a degree of flexibility using ordinates. There are a few core features
which every zone implements: a delimiting quantity of writs, the standard DNFT features
including a depth and metadata variable as well as an owner address.
Morphing: While the root interzone has no say over the governance processes of the zone operator,
the only issue that would require assent from the Root MSA would be changing the zone boundaries
or adding new writs. This is called morphing. In general morphing would be discouraged. Instead,
operators would be encouraged to create an additional zone that is geographically contiguous or
adjacent, instead of expanding or retracting boundaries of existing zones. However morphing
should still be an available option in the case of disputes or as yet unforeseen issues, so the ability
to do this is vested in the Root MSA, subject to an above-quorum resolution. Morphing would
involve allocating additional plot tokens available for the zone to spend and also updating the
zone’s deed file to reflect the new legal agreements/treaties. Overall, the Root has a duty to ensure
that zone operators have legal permission to conduct such changes to avoid any real world disputes
before they occur.
"The best way out is always through."
— Robert Frost, A Servant to Servants
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3

Implementations
"We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal, that they
are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are
Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness. — That to secure these rights,
Governments are instituted among Men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed."
— Thomas Jefferson, The Declaration of Independence

3.1

BPMN

The implementation workflows in this section are shown using a tool called Business Process Model
Notation (BPMN)16 . The following table gives a brief overview of the notation.
Notation

Meaning

Pool: A pool maps interactions of
multiple participants represented by lanes.

Activity: An activity contains a single
process or task involving one or more participants.

Gateway: A gateway represents a
decision- allowing processes to fork.

Event: An event represents something that
happens at a certain point in the workflow.

Conversation: A conversation happens
between two participants and is placed between lanes.

3.2

Overview

The Zone Protocol aims to measure twice and cut once. By implementing systems which anticipate
most of the major pain points of the real estate development lifecycle, it is possible to drastically
reduce costs and increase the ease of zone deployment.
In the first section we discussed the telos of the Protocol- its guiding philosophy, motives and
mission. In the second section we laid out a technical specification for a system of smart contracts,
including the root Interzone, DNFTs, ordinates and treasury management. We also discussed how
deed files are managed by deed file systems run by zones.
The third section is all about implementation. We will discuss the process of incorporating zones
to start off with. This means the process by which zone developers can implement the canonical
16

BPMN Specification: http://www.bpmn.org/
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Zone Protocol. Zone incorporation will be managed by Interzone as mentioned previously. The
second is about the real estate development lifecycle using the protocol. Here we will give an
example of a governance protocol implemented in an Exception Zone- an area with regulatory
exceptions and delegated authority. This section runs through the process by which property
developers can work with zone authorities to build in the zone. The third implementation is about
the real estate sales process post-construction. Finally we will discuss the method by which existing
legacy land registries can upgrade to the Zone Protocol. This aspect is targeted at jurisdictions that
wish to adopt blockchain-based e-governance to transform public services and make management
of property easier for citizens, without changing existing policies as in the case of zone projects.

3.3

Exception and Common Zones

For the purpose of the Zone Protocol, we distinguish two basic types of zones: exception zones and
common zones. In the existing parlance, there are many different kinds of zones, but what they
all hold in common is the fact that they are established with the purpose of providing different
policies than the rest of the country in which they are contained. Differences in these kinds of
zones might include offering tax breaks, reducing or cutting tariffs, easier regulations, and VISA
policies.
Exception Zones: All of the above mentioned kinds of zones, SEZs, FTZs, ZEDEs, are grouped
under the broad category of Exception Zones: in other words, zones where policies of jurisdictional
authority differs from the rest of the countries. Exception zones are often implemented on green
field sites, and are planned and implemented for a particular purpose. They are also very commonly run by private companies which have lease arrangements with the host government.
Common Zones: The purpose of the Zone Protocol looks beyond Exception Zone projects and
aims to provide a system of property registries that can be adopted by regular jurisdictions under
existing policies and frameworks of authority. The advantage of doing so, as has been explained in
the first section, is that governments can retain control over the process of issuing deeds at a local
level, while taking advantage of the potential of blockchain technology to drastically reduce costs.
Upgrading land registries to the Zone Protocol would enable markets in real estate to become
universally accessible. All of the other features of the protocol including options, quobands, and
ordinates will become available to the public wherever the protocol is implemented.
This kind of zone we refer to as a Common Zone. A Common Zone is established by a government over a particular region, especially for the purpose of upgrading land registries.

Figure 14: The difference between Exception and Common Zones.
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Figure 15: Implementation I — The process for applying for a zone deployment.
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3.4

Implementation I: Zone Incorporation

Incorporating a zone can be a complex process, especially for privately-established Exception Zones
that need to get special permissions and policy exceptions. This implementation explains the process by which the Interzone can work with prospective zones to create the primary domain DNFT.
1. Identify Area/Site: The zone developer must identify a suitable area to implement a zone
project. For Exception Zones this is preferably a green field site, but not always. Common Zones
on the other hand can be implemented anywhere there is already an operating legacy land registry
authority. In this case it is most suitable to use boundaries of already existing land authority
jurisdictions. In the United States, to take one example, the authority delegated with the task
of managing property registry is the county. Therefore it would be preferable to implement a
Common Zone over the borders of the county in question.
2. Feasibility Study: This step is for the zone developer to plan out the process of implementing the Zone Protocol. A feasibility study will be able to identify case-specific requirements as
well as potential pitfalls, including compatibility/interoperability with existing systems, laws and
processes. The feasibility study is especially important for Exception Zones.
3. The Blueprint: The Blueprint is a complete business plan which contains all of the necessary
details for implementing the zone. This includes software plan, a budget, marketing plan, as well as
educating users and the public in how to interact with the protocol to minimize usability problems.
The zone will be responsible for managing its own deed file system and governance portal. The
Interzone will provide most of the tools for doing this, but many case-specific steps will still need
to be accounted for.
4. Memorandum of Understanding: If the applicant is an Exception Zone, an additional
step will be needed to secure permission of all special requirements from the host government.
Often legislation will already exist to provision for the establishment of such projects, but it is
very important that privately-run zones have legal permission to set up the zone over the proposed
boundaries, so as to minimize conflicts. The next step, assuming that has already been done,
is to create a Memorandum of Understanding. The Memorandum of Understanding is a formal
agreement between the Interzone, the zone developer and the authority responsible for managing
land registry. This sets the intention to create zone according to the agreed parameters.
5. Assess Requirements: The Interzone will examine the feasibility study and blueprint and
assess requirements for incorporating the new zone. This includes the number of writs or cubits
that will need to be minted, depending on the area in question. Also Interzone will adjust the
DNFT zone to meet the specific needs laid out in the blueprint. The DNFT zone itself will follow
the protocol as normal, however many zones will implement different kinds of ordinates.
5. Zone Deployment: After this assessment by the Interzone, if this is approved by the zone
developer, the process of zone deployment will begin. A deed file will be created for the zone
along with the deed file system. The Multisignature Authority keyholders of the Interzone smart
contracts will execute a new zone deployment- the address of which will be added to a public
directory of zones deployed on the Ethereum blockchain. The ownership of the primary domain
will then be transferred to the zone developer. From then the process of delegating DNFTs for
property registry can begin.
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Figure 16: Implementation II — Real estate development portal in Exception Zones.
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3.5

Implementation II: Real Estate Development

We use the example of a ZEDE project which intends to initiate the growth of urban-oriented
development over time. This would be impelmented as an Exception Zone along the lines of the
Hong Kong or Singapore model, privately run and with regulatory opt-outs. This section describes
the process of working with real estate development companies via the zone’s online governance
portal and property registry.
The zone’s property registry provides a multi-user workflow which allows real estate developers
to submit applications, get approved, then go through the process of optioning and interacting
with their DNFT deed online. The portal also contains a directory backed by a deed file system
(DFS), which is a hosted git repository of deed files on the the blockchain. The governance portal
will include a public directory where deed files can be viewed and searched by residents.
The governance portal will include an identity system for residents, citizens and companies.
Deed files do not explicity name the identity of the titleholder and quoteholders, they only specify
the identity protocol being used as well as a public key linking to the identity. This is to preserve
privacy, so that identities can only be viewed within specific contexts such as the governance portal.
The method by which identity will be recorded for the zone’s governance portal will be called an
iFile- an encrypted document containing a number of factors- for example, name, address, KYC
authentication and other details. The iFile system will be detailed in a future Nuhanse white
paper.
The following is the process of real estate development via the zone governance portal:
1. Create Masterplan: The masterplan is submitted by the real estate developer via the
property management portal. This document contains a complete plan for the development in
question, including purpose of the development, the target market, industry, expected revenue as
well as other important aspects such as architecture, materials, work plan and timeline. Once
a real estate developer has created a registered iFile identity they can upload their masterplan
proposal via the site.
2. Masterplan Approval: Once the masterplan is submitted, it is processed by the zone authority. Depending on the outcome, it is either approved or denied. If the masterplan application
is denied by the zone authority it is possible for the developer to resubmit a new updated masterplan. If it is approved, then a second approval may be required from a representative of the
Honduran government. This role may exist as an oversight measure by the host government. If
the representative approves the masterplan then it proceeds to the next stage.
3. Create New DNFT: On approving the plan, the zone authority will then create a new provisional DNFT with a deed file containing the specifications laid out in the masterplan, such as the
boundaries, description and other elements. Ownership of the DNFT will be assigned not to the
real estate developer, but to an option ordinate. From there it is up to the developer to secure the
necessary finance.
4. Secure Financing: There will be a negotiation between the zone and the developer on the
upfront price of the land as well as ongoing land lease costs. If this is accepted by both parties,
the real estate developer can raise finance- i.e. a loan, investment or quoband. If they secure the
finance they will then send a transaction to the option. This still does not transfer ownership to
the developer, instead the DNFT is transferred to an escrow contract until construction is finished.
5. Construction Begins: The next stage is construction. It is important that as construction
proceeds that it matches the specification laid out in the masterplan. If it does not, then the zone
authority may decide to terminate the project. In this case the escrowed DNFT will be destroyed.
Once construction is complete, if the assessment passes then the DNFT is transferred finally to
the real estate developer, allowing them to begin the sales process.
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Figure 17: Implementation III — Real estate sales process with DNFTs and ordinates.
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3.6

Implementation III: Real Estate Sales

The zone governance portal will also include features to facilitate real estate transactions within
the zone. Property transactions can be conducted either directly through the platform or through
any real estate platform with access to the Ethereum blockchain which is compatible with the
Zone Protocol. It doesn’t really matter if transactions happen externally to the portal, because
the Deed File System hosted by the zone listens for changes to the blockchain and updates itself
accordingly. However a real estate transaction platform will be advantageous to unify the various
features offered by the the record will update in the deed file system kept by the Zone Authorities.
The following workflow gives an overview of the real estate transaction process via the platform.
1. Create a secure identity: This is the first step for all of the zone’s residents. However buyers
and sellers may not necessarily be residents or may be planning to move in the future, so creating
an iFile is the first step to the transaction process. The identity element of the deed file is a link
to a public key representing the owner’s iFile. Once an identity is created, it will be compatible
with a wide variety of services available within the zone.
2. Seller creates an offering: The seller must be the titleholder of an already existing DNFT. In
this case they will have a user profile in the property registry. The seller then submits an offering
to the marketplace, usually with the help of a real estate and various other online platforms. The
offering will include the price and all the details of the real estate.
3. Indication of interest: If a buyer is interested, they can contact the seller via the portal with
an expression of their intention to purchase. After a period of negotiation, the final terms of the
transaction are agreed.
4. Seller creates an option: The seller can easily deploy an option ordinate smart contract via
the platform. The option sets the negotiated price as well as timeout period. Once the option is
created, the buyer can raise finance using a quoband.
5. Buyer initiates a quoband: There are a number of typical financing alternatives available.
Quobands (equity-based) are compatible with the Zone Protocol, since the quoband itself can hold
the DNFT with the buyer as titleholder. The buyer can go through the process of initiating an
ICO and raise finance via the quote market, either as an equity or debt-based quoband. Once the
necessary finance is raised via ICO, the quoband contract will execute a cryptocurrency transaction
to the option contract.
6. Sale complete: Once the transaction has been made, the DNFT held by the option is passed
to the quoband, in which the buyer is partial owner and limited titleholder.
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Figure 18: Implementation IV — The process for Common Zones to upgrade land registries.
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3.7

Implementation IV: Upgrading Legacy Registries

In a sense, Common Zone implementations of the protocol will be easier than Exception Zones, but
also harder in other ways. Exception Zones have to start from scratch, and develop a whole host of
governance services for residents, not to mention complex legislative requirements for establishment
in the first place. While legislation or resolutions may still be necessary at a local level, the level
of change is less drastic in this case. Compared to Exception Zones, Common Zones are more
lightweight, since there is only need to manage a deed file system while most other functions such
as real estate transactions and financing can be outsourced. However one of the complicating
aspects is dealing with old paper-based systems and processes. In particular, compatibility with
old deed file formats could be an issue.
Even if a land registry jurisdiction adopts the Zone Protocol as a mandatory upgrade, it is
recommended to implement a transitional period. The transitional period could be anywhere from
1 to 5 years. Initially upgrades would be executed via the process of transactions. During the
real estate selling processes deeds can be automatically and conveniently reformatted, and the new
owner given a DNFT which links to the newly created deed file representing the old property.
For the purpose of Common Zone upgrades we distinguish between the protocol as a pure
land registry (with DNFTs and deed files) and as its use as a source of public revenue through
land lease ordinates and treasuries. The protocol can be used purely as a land registry without
adopting revenue generation models at a zone level. If a Common Zone is created, the first step
will generally be to execute the upgrade. The second step will be then to decide whether or not
to use the protocol to implement a blockchain-based public financing model.
Upgrade Notaries can help with the process of verifying and upgrading legacy property records.
This role can be automated by software to a greater or lesser degree, depending on the condition of
existing records. Upgrade notaries are hired by the land registry jurisdiction to check the authenticity of old paper-based records as well as to assist with the technical upgrade. Other notary or
witnessing alternatives may also be used. An example of why trusted notaries would be important
in Common Zones are countries without an existing infrastructure already in place, where houses
exist but have no legal representation in the scenario described evocatively by Hernando de Soto.
1. Zone incorporation: The jurisdiction incorporates a brand new zone, as per the process
described by Implementation I. This may require some legislation on a local level for adoption, but
not to the same extent of Exception Zones.
2. Register notaries: The zone authority will hire registered notaries to help with the upgrade
process. Notaries will have the ability to verify existing property and create new deed file and
DNFT. This can be achieved by delegating a 2nd domain DNFT with a certain number of writs
to each notary (without an associated land lease as would have been done in Exception Zones).
Notaries can then work autonomously to execute upgrades to property owners who wish to do so.
3. Property owner prepares existing deed: Property owners within the registration zone are
notified that the upgrade process is taking place, and have the option to apply. Owners can contact
a registered notary providing the existing deed, which will be checked against canonical records
where applicable. The next step is to register an identity which can be used to interact with the
governance portal. This is also associated with a blockchain address which holds ownership of the
DNFT.
4. Notary executes DNFT upgrade: The upgrade notary or automated notary system prepares the deed file, executes the upgrade and helps to assigns ownership to the property owner’s
public key.
5. Choose revenue model: The Zone Protocol can work purely as a land registry with external
arrangements to handle finance, or it can be used natively to implement financial contracts via
ordinates and treasuries. Either way, adoption of the Zone Protocol will make a whole ecosystem
of ordinates available for DNFT holders to use. Once the transition period is complete, the zone
can upgrade to a land lease model which will be described in the next implementation.
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Figure 19: Implementation V — The process for Common Zones to adopt the land leasing model.
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3.8

Implementation V: Land Lease Adoption

An Exception Zone implemented from the ground up has the luxury of choosing its revenue model.
Existing jurisdictions don’t. That’s why Common Zones (and any implementation in general)
should be able to distinguish between the use of the protocol as a registry and its use as a system
of contractual and financial arrangements involving property titles.
In the previous example the first half of the process demonstrated a transition period where
zone authorities implemented a zone and gave property owners the option to upgrade. After the
transition period was complete, zones could implement a land leasing model as part of a separate
process.
The rationale for adopting the land lease model is that it is much more compatible to a world
of large scale cryptocurrency adoption. Instead of attempting to enclose or monitor emerging open
financial systems for the purpose of extracting taxes, it would make sense for states to derive revenue from the service of governing and protecting physical property.
1. Upgrade land registry: This part was described in Implementation IV. Upgrading the land
registry using upgrade notaries or automated systems (depending on the current registry) within
a transitional period is separate from the decision to upgrade to a land leasing model using the
protocol. Once the transition period is complete, the zone can begin to process of implementing a
new financial model.
2. Public Consultation: This step may be especially important for jurisdictions without a
history of land leases, which is composed primarily of freeholds. There are multiple options in
this case: implement land leases selectively for commercial properties, as a single replacement for
a basket of other charges, or to propose a universal land lease with a single writ valuation for
the whole zone based on a number of tax/rate replacements. Instead of imposing an additional
charge on citizens (which would likely not be well received), to propose instead tax breaks and/or
replacements for adopting a new, more efficient system with less overhead and bureaucracy overall.
This can be decided by the Common Zone authorities through a process of consultation.
3. Implementation Plan: Once this is decided, an implementation plan will be needed to map
out the next steps, depending on the outcome of the consultation. The implementation plan will
include the details of rate replacements and other factors, such as legal and legislative issues. Ideally the upgrade should be a way to create savings and increase efficiency on both citizens and
local government- and property holders will have a positive incentive to upgrade.
5. Upgrade DNFT to lease ordinate: The upgrade process for land lease is as simple as
transferring the DNFT to a new ordinate contract provided by the zone to property owners. From
there payments are made at the agreed interval, as a replacement for former charges, to the zone
treasury. Treasuries will provide the zone with a convenient interface for the management of public
finances.
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3.9

Conclusion

Governance is steeped in abstractions. What exactly is being governed? By whom? For whom?
The object usually boils down to resources. Governance deals with the who and the how of
transforming scarce resources into human utility. This process of transformation is what governance
in all public and private settings hold in common. If resources were infinite this would not be so
important. People living under the Earth’s atmosphere do not generally have conflicts over the
distribution of oxygen. If one were to live in a space station among other people, then oxygen
would probably be in need of governance.
The scarcest of resource of all is living space. Two-thirds of the planet’s surface is covered by
oceans, and much of the remaining is too hot or too cold. When hunting was the primary means of
survival, semi-nomadic tribes had to prevail over regions that contained the most available fauna.
If strange groups were encountered, violence proved to be the most effective method for winning
or maintaining access to resources.
Except where trust within and between groups could be established. Where it occurred, cooperation proved to be a better and cheaper survival strategy than violence. This meant respecting
each other’s boundaries, livestock, living by common rules and customs. And various mechanisms,
institutions, and technologies developed to expand these zones of trust; from spoken languages,
the world religions, the arts, extended families, legal systems, kingdoms, republics, empires. War
is the absence of trust.
A zone of trust is the prerequisite for the development of any free, advanced civilization. We
now have better technologies for achieving this objective than at any other time in history- from
the Internet, to social networks to blockchains. We have the means at our disposal to define a
better future. A universal system of property rights and secure transactions is the bedrock.

"What a Colossus shall we be when the Southern continent comes up to our mark!
What a stand will it secure as a ralliance for the reason and freedom of the globe! I
like the dreams of the future better than the history of the past."
— Thomas Jefferson, Letter to John Adams, Monticello, 1 August 1816.
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The Scale of Consent

The Scale of Consent is a framework developed by Tom W. Bell which provides a useful heuristic
for reasoning about the legitimacy of institutions. The idea of the scale is to present the full
gradation. Within the binary of "yes" and "no" are degrees, which are represented by express,
implied, and hypothetical consent (or unconsent). A signifier of good governance is whether it can
maintain itself in the upper echelons of the consent of the governed.

Figure 20: The graduated scale of consent
Larger, more centralized states are generally less responsive to the needs of citizens than smaller
ones. When they err, it is more difficult to fix problems. The usual strategy to manage this scaling
problem is through some form of confederation. Democracy can work well among a small set of
people with common interests who agree on the ends but disagree on the means. But this is difficult
to scale, and does not work among large sets of people with opposing interests who disagree on
ends.
A classic example of the former is the Swiss cantonal system, which based on the principle
of subsidiarity: solving problems at the lowest level possible. Whereas a classic example of the
latter is the political system in the United States: two competing political factions representing
vast regions with different cultures and demographics. The winner of this contest gets to represent
the country as a whole, and impose the will of one faction upon the other. Such a situation leads
to much more disatisfactory governance outcomes for a much greater number of people; and in
more extreme cases to the emergence of low-level conflicts and social tension. The consent of the
governed hovers habitually at the lower end of the scale, regardless of who wins. It may be prudent
to consider alternatives.
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ERC994: Delegated Non-Fungible Token Standard

B.1

Preamble

EIP: <to be assigned>
Title: Delegated Non-Fungible Token Standard
Author: Philip Saunders <philip@nuhanse.network>
Type: Standard
Category: ERC
Status: Draft
Created: 2018-03-15

B.2

Simple Summary

Delegated Non-Fungible Tokens (DNFTs) are a proposed extension of the ERC721 standard designed with the use case of Ethereum-based registration of land and physical property in mind.
NFTs are arranged in a federated, tree-like format (similar to DNS) where NFTs can delegate and
sub-contract NFTs within a certain geospace.
Unlike digital assets (like CryptoKitties) physical property requires more than just an accurate
identification in a database- it also requires legal validity within the context of physical sovereignty.
DNFT zones can established by land registry authorities as a root DNFT encompassing a wide
area, and can delegate DNFTs as subdivisions of the root zone to existing property holders as a
way to upgrade land registries. This is intended to secure the following essential features:
1. A non-conflicting geospace
2. Legal validity and physical sovereignty
3. Compatibility with financial contracts

B.3

Abstract

Non-Fugible Tokens were proposed as a way to give identity to external objects on the blockchain.
There have been some speculative use cases for digital assets already created, however NFTs have
inherent limitations as a standard to apply to physical property. DNFTs add two basic featureswrits, which is a fungible representation of geospace that can be delegated. Writ quantities are
recorded as an unsigned integer. In addition, there is height variable (also an uint) which represents
the level of delegation (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.).

B.4

Motivation

To implement Non-Fungible Tokens as part of a comprehensive protocol for land and property
registry- extending the functionality to allow root ownership by a zone authority, delegation of
"child" NFTs (representing regular property rights) as a subset of a root NFT, as well as to
incorporate a fungible quantity variable to provide a delimiter for delegated tokens.

B.5

Specification

A DNFT contains five elements:
1. A token ID. Every DNFT is identified by a unique unsigned 256-bit integer.
2. An owner address. This can be either an externally owned account or another smart contract
(ordinate).
3. A metadata field. We specify a schema for deed files called ZML- Zone Markup Language.
4. A height variable. This represents the level of delegation.
5. A fungible unit of account (writs) which provide a delimiting factor on delegation.
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A fungible unit of account is necessary so that zone implementors cannot delegate more land than
what is under management.
The following is a diagram of an example DNFT zone implementation, with a delimiting number
of writs and delegated from the root zone to four levels of abstraction:

B.6

Ordinates

DNFTs can be owned by other contracts, allowing for the creation of complex conditional agreements around property. In the Zone Protocol these are called ordinates. Ordinates can split
ownership of a DNFT among multiple stakeholders using ERC20 tokens, and you can also create
ordinates for things like lease agreements, rent contracts, property options and more.

B.7

Fungible Quantity Units(Writs)

DNFTs have a fungible quantity variable, which represents the amount of base geospace assigned
to the property right. Writs are a two-dimensional unit of account (i.e. m2 ). Alternatively a
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zone can opt to implement a three-dimensional unit of account (m3 ) if desired. This means that
a zone of 10000 m2 containing 10000 writs at the base level could delegate (for example) 10 land
leases, each with 1000 writs. It should be noted that writs are not meant to specify the actual
boundaries; i.e. they do not have coordinates and are interchangeable. It is the associated deed
file that contains all of the boundary info. Writs or cubits are simply a delimiting mechanism that
describes the maximum amount of geospace that can be contained within the deed file.

B.8

Delegate and Revoke

There are two basic functional additions to ERC721: the ability to delegate and revoke. "Revoke"
can be interceded by an ordinate contract which holds ownership of the DNFT between the leaser.
This would prevent arbitrary revocations of property rights unless under pre-agreed terms (i.e. at
the end of the term of a rent contract). For a freehold a similar ordinate would also be used on a
permanent basis.

B.9

Proposed Interface

pragma solidity ^0.4.17;
/// @title DNFT Delegated Non-Fungible Token Standard
interface DNFT is ERC721 {
/// @dev checks if _from is a delegate of _tokenId.
function origin(uint256 _from, uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (bool);
/// @dev gets the abstraction depth of _tokenId.
function getHeight(uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (uint256);
/// @dev returns the balance of fungible geospace.
function quantity(uint256 _tokenId) public view returns (uint256);
/// @dev allows tokenholder to delegate new DNFT.
function delegate(uint256 _tokenId,
uint256 _quantity, address _to) public;
/// @dev allows owner to revoke a delegate NFT.
function revoke(uint256 _tokenId, uint256 _delegate) public;
/// @dev emitted whenever a new DNFT subdomain is delegated.
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event Delegate(uint256 _from, uint256 _tokenId, address indexed _owner);
/// @dev emitted whenever an DNFT subdomain is revoked.
event Revoke(uint256 _tokenId, uint256 _delegate);
}
origin: Checks if the "from" tokenId is the child DNFT of tokenId. Returns bool.
getHeight: Returns the delegation height of tokenId.
available: Returns the number of fungible geospace units left to delegate.
delegate: Allows the owner of a tokenId to delegate a new DNFT with a certain amount of
geospace to a new owner.
revoke: Allows the owner of a parent DNFT to revoke ownership of a child DNFT. This feature
can be overridden by an ordinate contract.
Delegate (event): Emitted for new token delegations.
Revoke (event): Emitted on token revocations.

B.10

Rationale

The rationale of DNFTs is to provide object identities for physical property within zones.

B.11

Backwards Compatibility

DNFTs are compatible with ERC721 NFTs.

B.12

Implementation

Current working implementation as part of the Zone Protocol: https://github.com/Physes/
DNFT.
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